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Just over a quarter century ago, Edward Leamer (1983) reflected on the state of empirical work in economics. He urged empirical researchers to “take the con out of econometrics” and memorably observed (p. 37): “Hardly anyone takes data analysis seriously. Or perhaps more accurately, hardly anyone takes anyone else’s data analysis seriously.” Leamer was not alone; Hendry (1980), Sims (1980), and others writing at about the same time were similarly disparaging of empirical practice. Reading these commentaries as late-1980s Ph.D. students, we wondered about the prospects for a satisfying career doing applied work. Perhaps credible empirical work in economics is a pipe dream. Here we address the questions of whether the quality and the credibility of empirical work have increased since Leamer’s pessimistic assessment. Our views are necessarily colored by the areas of applied microeconomics in which we are active, but we look over the fence at other areas as well.

Leamer (1983) diagnosed his contemporaries’ empirical work as suffering from a distressing lack of robustness to changes in key assumptions—assumptions he called “whimsical” because one seemed as good as another. The remedy he proposed was sensitivity analysis, in which researchers show how their results vary with changes in specification or functional form. Leamer’s critique had a refreshing emperor’s-new-clothes earthiness that we savored on first reading and still enjoy today. But we’re happy to report that Leamer’s complaint that “hardly anyone takes anyone else’s data analysis seriously” no longer seems justified.
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Empirical microeconomics has experienced a credibility revolution, with a consequent increase in policy relevance and scientific impact. Sensitivity analysis played a role in this, but as we see it, the primary engine driving improvement has been a focus on the quality of empirical research designs. This emphasis on research design is in the spirit of Leamer’s critique, but it did not feature in his remedy.

The advantages of a good research design are perhaps most easily apparent in research using random assignment, which not coincidentally includes some of the most influential microeconometric studies to appear in recent years. For example, in a pioneering effort to improve child welfare, the Progresa program in Mexico offered cash transfers to randomly selected mothers, contingent on participation in prenatal care, nutritional monitoring of children, and the children’s regular school attendance (Gertler, 2004, and Schultz, 2004, present some of the main findings). In the words of Paul Gertler, one of the original investigators (quoted in Ayres, 2007, p. 86), “Progresa is why now thirty countries worldwide have conditional cash transfer programs.” Progresa is emblematic of a wave of random assignment policy evaluations sweeping development economics (Duflo and Kremer, 2008, provide an overview).

Closer to home, the Moving to Opportunity program, carried out by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, randomly selected low-income families in Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, and New York City to be offered housing vouchers specifically limited to low-poverty areas (Kling, Liebman, and Katz, 2007). The program has produced surprising and influential evidence weighing against the view that neighborhood effects are a primary determinant of low earnings by the residents of poor neighborhoods.

Structural econometric parameters, such as the intertemporal substitution elasticity (a labor supply elasticity that measures the response to transitory wage changes), have also been the focus of randomized experiments. For example, Fehr and Goette (2007) randomized the pay of bicycle messengers, offering one group and then another a temporarily higher wage. This cleverly designed study shows how wages affect labor supply in an environment where lifetime wealth is unchanged. The result is dramatic and convincing: holding wealth constant, workers shift hours into high-wage periods, with an implied intertemporal substitution elasticity of about unity.

Such studies offer a powerful method for deriving results that are defensible both in the seminar room and in a legislative hearing. But experiments are time consuming, expensive, and may not always be practical. It’s difficult to imagine a randomized trial to evaluate the effect of immigrants on the economy of the host country. However, human institutions or the forces of nature can step into the breach with informative natural or quasi-experiments. For example, in an influential paper, Card (1990a) used the Mariel boatlift from Cuba to Florida, when Cuban émigré’s increased Miami’s labor force by about 7 percent in a period of three months, as a natural experiment to study immigration. More recently, paralleling the Moving to Opportunity experimental research agenda, Jacob (2004) studied the causal effects of public housing on housing project residents by exploiting the
fact that public housing demolition in Chicago was scheduled in a manner unrelated to the characteristics of the projects and their residents.

Like the results from randomized trials, quasi-experimental findings have filtered quickly into policy discussions and become part of a constructive give-and-take between the real world and the ivory tower, at least when it comes to applied microeconomics. Progress has been slower in empirical macro, but a smattering of design-based empirical work appears to be generating a limited though useful consensus on key concerns, such as the causal effect of monetary policy on inflation and output. Encouragingly, the recent financial crisis has spurred an effort to produce credible evidence on questions related to banking. Across most fields (although industrial organization appears to be an exception, as we discuss later), applied economists are now less likely to pin a causal interpretation of the results on econometric methodology alone. Design-based studies are distinguished by their prima facie credibility and by the attention investigators devote to making both an institutional and a data-driven case for causality.

Accounting for the origins of the credibility revolution in empirical economics is like trying to chart the birth of rock and roll. Early influences are many, and every fan has a story. But from the trenches of empirical labor economics, we see an important impetus for better designs and more randomized trials coming from studies questioning the reliability of econometric evaluations of subsidized government training programs. A landmark here is Lalonde (1986), who compared the results from an econometric evaluation of the National Supported Work demonstration with those from a randomized trial. The econometric results typically differed quite a bit from those using random assignment. Lalonde argued that there is little reason to believe that statistical comparisons of alternative models (specification testing) would point a researcher in the right direction. Two observational studies of training effects foreshadowed the Lalonde results: Ashenfelter (1978) and Ashenfelter and Card (1985), using longitudinal data to evaluate federal training programs without the benefit of a quasi-experimental research design, found it difficult to construct specification-robust estimates. Ashenfelter (1987) concluded that randomized trials are the way to go.

Younger empiricists also began to turn increasingly to quasi-experimental designs, often exploiting variation across U.S. states to get at causal relationships in the fields of labor and public finance. An early example of work in this spirit is Solon (1985), who estimated the effects of unemployment insurance on the duration of unemployment spells by comparing the change in job-finding rates in states that had recently tightened eligibility criteria for unemployment insurance, to the change in rates in states that had not changed their rules. Gruber’s (1994) influential study of the incidence of state-mandated maternity benefits applies a similar idea to a public finance question. Angrist (1990) and Angrist and Krueger (1991) illustrated the value of instrumental variables identification strategies in studies of the effects of Vietnam-era military service and schooling on earnings. Meyer’s (1995) methodological survey made many applied microeconomists aware of the quasi-experimental tradition embodied in venerable texts on social science.
research methods by Campbell and Stanley (1963) and Cook and Campbell (1979). These texts, which emphasize research design and threats to validity, were well known in some disciplines, but distinctly outside the econometric canon.\footnote{Many of the applied studies mentioned here have been the subjects of critical re-examinations. This back and forth has mostly been constructive. For example, in an influential paper that generated wide-ranging methodological work, Bound, Jaeger, and Baker (1995) argue that the use of many weak instrumental variables biases some of the estimates reported in Angrist and Krueger (1991). For a recent discussion of weak instruments problems, see our book Angrist and Pischke (2009).}

In this essay, we argue that a clear-eyed focus on research design is at the heart of the credibility revolution in empirical economics. We begin with an overview of Leamer’s (1983) critique and his suggested remedies, based on concrete examples of that time. We then turn to the key factors we see contributing to improved empirical work, including the availability of more and better data, along with advances in theoretical econometric understanding, but especially the fact that research design has moved front and center in much of empirical micro. We offer a brief digression into macroeconomics and industrial organization, where progress—by our lights—is less dramatic, although there is work in both fields that we find encouraging. Finally, we discuss the view that the design pendulum has swung too far. Critics of design-driven studies argue that in pursuit of clean and credible research designs, researchers seek good answers instead of good questions. We briefly respond to this concern, which worries us little.

The Leamer Critique and His Proposed Remedies

Naive Regressions and Extreme Bounds Analysis

Leamer (1983) presented randomized trials—a randomized evaluation of fertilizer, to be specific—as an ideal research design. He also argued that randomized experiments differ only in degree from nonexperimental evaluations of causal effects, the difference being the extent to which we can be confident that the causal variable of interest is independent of confounding factors. We couldn’t agree more. However, Leamer went on to suggest that the best way to use nonexperimental data to get closer to the experimental ideal is to explore the fragility of nonexperimental estimates. Leamer did not advocate doing randomized trials or, for that matter, looking for credible natural experiments.

The chief target of Leamer’s (1983) essay was naive regression analysis. In fact, none of the central figures in the Leamer-inspired debate had much to say about research design. Rather, these authors (like McAleer, Pagan, and Volker, 1985, and Cooley and LeRoy, 1986, among others) appear to have accepted the boundaries of established econometric practice, perhaps because they were primarily interested in addressing traditional macroeconomic questions using time series data.

After making the tacit assumption that useful experiments are an unattainable ideal, Leamer (1983, but see also 1978, 1985) proposed that the whimsical nature of key assumptions in regression analysis be confronted head-on through a process of
sensitivity analysis. Sims (1988) threw his weight behind this idea as well. The general heading of sensitivity analysis features an explicitly Bayesian agenda. Recognizing the severe demands of Bayesian orthodoxy, such as a formal specification of priors and their incorporation into an elaborate multivariate framework, Leamer also argued for a more ad hoc but intuitive approach called “extreme bounds analysis.” In a nutshell, extreme bounds analysis amounts to the estimation of regressions with many different sets of covariates included as controls; practitioners of this approach are meant to report a range of estimates for the target parameter.

The Deterrent Effect of Capital Punishment

We sympathize with Leamer’s (1983) view that much of the applied econometrics of the 1970s and early 1980s lacked credibility. To make his point, and to illustrate the value of extreme bounds analysis, Leamer picked an inquiry into whether capital punishment deters murder. This question had been analyzed in a series of influential papers by Isaac Ehrlich, one exploiting time series variation (Ehrlich, 1975a) and one using cross sections of states (Ehrlich, 1977b). Ehrlich concluded that the death penalty had a substantial deterrent effect. Leamer (1983) did not try to replicate Ehrlich’s work, but reported on an independent time-series investigation of the deterrence hypothesis using extreme bounds analysis, forcefully arguing that the evidence for deterrence is fragile at best (although Ehrlich and Liu, 1999, disputed this).

It’s hard to exaggerate the attention this topic commanded at the time. The U.S. Supreme Court decision in Furman v. Georgia (408 U.S. 153 [1972]) had created a de facto moratorium on the death penalty. This moratorium lasted until Gregg v. Georgia (428 U.S. 153 [1976]), at which time the high court decided that the death penalty might be allowable if capital trials were bifurcated into separate guilt–innocence and sentencing phases. Gary Gilmore was executed not long after, in January 1977. Part of the intellectual case for restoration of capital punishment was the deterrent effect (against a backdrop of high and increasing homicide rates at that time). Indeed, the U.S. Supreme Court cited Ehrlich’s (1975a) paper in its Gregg v. Georgia decision reinstating capital punishment.

Ehrlich’s work was harshly criticized by a number of contemporaries in addition to Leamer, most immediately Bowers and Pierce (1975) and Passell and Taylor (1977). Ehrlich’s results appeared to be sensitive to changes in functional form, inclusion of additional controls, and especially to changes in sample. Specifically, his finding of a significant deterrent effect seemed to depend on observations from the 1960s. The critics argued that the increase in murder rates in the 1960s may have been driven by factors other than the sharp decline in the number of executions during this period. Ehrlich (1975b, 1977a) disputed the critics’ claims about functional form and argued that the 1960s provided useful variation in executions that should be retained.

Ehrlich’s contemporaneous critics failed to hit on what we think of as the most obvious flaw in Ehrlich’s analysis. Like other researchers studying deterrent effects, Ehrlich recognized that the level of the murder rate might affect the number of
executions as well as vice versa and that his results might be biased by omitted variables (especially variables with a strong trend). Ehrlich sought to address problems of reverse causality and omitted variables bias by using instrumental variables in a two-stage least squares procedure. He treated the probabilities of arrest, conviction, and execution as endogenous in a simultaneous-equations set-up. His instrumental variables were lagged expenditures on policing, total government expenditure, population, and the fraction of the population nonwhite. But Ehrlich did not explain why these are good instruments, or even how and why these variables are correlated with the right-hand-side endogenous variables.

Ehrlich’s work on capital punishment seems typical of applied work in the period about which Leamer (1983) was writing. Most studies of this time used fairly short time series samples with strong trends common to both dependent and independent variables. The use of panel data to control for year and fixed effects—even panels of U.S. states—was still rare. The use of instrumental variables to uncover causal relationships was typically mechanical, with little discussion of why the instruments affected the endogenous variables of interest or why they constitute a “good experiment.” In fact, Ehrlich was ahead of many of his contemporaries in that he recognized the need for something other than naive regression analysis. In our view, the main problem with Ehrlich’s work was the lack of a credible research design. Specifically, he failed to isolate a source of variation in execution rates that is likely to reveal causal effects on homicide rates.

**The Education Production Function**

Other examples of poor research design from this time period come from the literature on education production. This literature (surveyed in Hanushek, 1986) is concerned with the causal effect of school inputs, such as class size or per-pupil expenditure, on student achievement. The systematic quantitative study of school inputs was born with the report by Coleman et al. (1966), which (among other things) used regression techniques to look at the proportion of variation in student outputs that can be accounted for in an $R^2$ sense by variation in school inputs. Surprisingly to many at the time, the Coleman report found only a weak association between school inputs and achievement. Many subsequent regression-based studies replicated this finding.

The Coleman Report was one of the first investigations of education production in a large representative sample. It is also distinguished by sensitivity analysis, in that it discusses results from many specifications (with and without controls for family background, for example). The problem with the Coleman report and many of the studies in this mold that followed is that they failed to separate variation in inputs from confounding variation in student, school, or community characteristics. For example, a common finding in the literature on education
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2 Ehrlich’s (1977b) follow-up cross-state analysis did not use two-stage least squares. In later work, Ehrlich (1987, 1996) discussed his choice of instruments and the associated identification problems at greater length.
production is that children in smaller classes tend to do worse on standardized tests, even after controlling for demographic variables. This apparently perverse finding seems likely to be at least partly due to the fact that struggling children are often grouped into smaller classes. Likewise, the relationship between school spending and achievement is confounded by the fact that spending is often highest in a mixture of wealthy districts and large urban districts with struggling minority students. In short, these regressions suffer from problems of reverse causality and omitted variables bias.

Many education production studies from this period also ignored the fact that inputs like class size and per-pupil expenditure are inherently linked. Because smaller classes cannot be had without spending more on teachers, it makes little sense to treat total expenditure (including teacher salaries) as a control variable when estimating the causal effect of class size (a point noted by Krueger, 2003). Finally, the fact that early authors in the education production literature explored many alternative models was not necessarily a plus. In what was arguably one of the better studies of the period, Summers and Wolfe (1977) report only the final results of an exhaustive specification search in their evaluation of the effect of school resources on achievement. To their credit, Summers and Wolfe describe the algorithm that produced the results they chose to report, and forthrightly caution (p. 642) that "the data have been mined, of course." As we see it, however, the main problem with this literature is not data mining, but rather the weak foundation for a causal interpretation of whatever specification authors might have favored.

Other Empirical Work in the Age of Heavy Metal

The 1970s and early 1980s saw rapid growth in mainframe computer size and power. Stata had yet to appear, but magnetic tape jockeys managed to crunch more and more numbers in increasingly elaborate ways. For the most part, however, increased computing power did not produce more credible estimates. For example, the use of randomized trials and quasi-experiments to study education production was rare until fairly recently (a history traced in Angrist, 2004). Other areas of social science saw isolated though ambitious efforts to get at key economic relationships using random assignment. A bright spot was the RAND Health Insurance Experiment, initiated in 1974 (Manning, Newhouse, Duan, Keeler, and Leibowitz, 1987). This experiment looked at the effects of deductibles and copayments on health care usage and outcomes. Unfortunately, many of the most ambitious (and expensive) social experiments were seriously flawed: the Seattle/Denver and Gary Income Maintenance Experiments, in which the government compared income-support plans modeled on Milton Friedman’s idea of a negative income tax, were compromised by sample attrition and systematic income misreporting (Ashenfelter and Plant, 1990; Greenberg and Halsey, 1983). This fact supports Leamer’s (1983) contention that the difference between a randomized trial and an observational study is one of degree. Indeed, we would be the first to admit that a well-done observational study can be more credible and persuasive than a poorly executed randomized trial.
There was also much to complain about in empirical macroeconomics. An especially articulate complaint came from Sims (1980), who pointed out that macroeconomic models of that time, typically a system of simultaneous equations, invoked identification assumptions (the division of variables into those that are jointly determined and exogenous) that were hard to swallow and poorly defended. As an alternative to the simultaneous equations framework, Sims suggested the use of unrestricted vector autoregressions (VARs) to describe the relation between a given set of endogenous variables and their lags. But Sims's complaint did not generate the same kind of response that grew out of concerns about econometric program evaluation in the 1980s among labor economists. Macroeconomists circled their wagons but did not mobilize an identification posse.

Sims's argument came on the heels of a closely related and similarly influential stab at the heart of empirical macro known as the Lucas critique. Lucas (1976) and Kydland and Prescott (1977) argued via theoretical examples that in a world with forward-looking optimizing agents, nothing can be learned from past policy changes. Lucas held out the hope that we might instead try to recover the empirical response to changes in policy rules by estimating the structural parameters that lie at the root of economic behavior, such as those related to technology or preferences (Lucas saw these parameters as stable or at least policy invariant). But Kydland and Prescott—invoking Lucas—appeared willing to give up entirely on conventional empirical work (1977, p. 487): “If we are not to attempt to select policy optimally, how should it be selected? Our answer is, as Lucas (1976) proposed, that economic theory be used to evaluate alternative policy rules and that one with good operating characteristics be selected.” This view helped to lay the intellectual foundations for a sharp turn toward theory in macro, though often informed by numbers via “calibration.”

Our overview of empirical work in the Leamer era focuses on shortcomings. But we should also note that the best applied work from the 1970s and early 1980s still holds up today. A well-cited example is Feldstein and Horioka (1980), which argues that the strong link between domestic savings and investment weighs against the notion of substantial international capital mobility. The Feldstein and Horioka study presents simple evidence in favor of a link between domestic savings and investment, discusses important sources of omitted variables bias and simultaneity bias in these estimates, and tries to address these concerns. Obstfeld’s (1995) extensive investigation of the Feldstein and Horioka (1980) framework essentially replicates their findings for a later and longer period.

**Why There’s Less Con in Econometrics Today**

Improvements in empirical work have come from many directions. Better data and more robust estimation methods are part of the story, as is a reduced emphasis on econometric considerations that are not central to a causal interpretation of the main findings. But the primary force driving the credibility revolution has been a vigorous push for better and more clearly articulated research designs.
**Better and More Data**

Not unusually for the period, Ehrlich (1975a) analyzed a time series of 35 annual observations. In contrast, Donohue and Wolfers (2005) investigate the capital punishment question using a panel of U.S. states from 1934 to 2000, with many more years and richer within-state variation due to the panel structure of the data. Better data often engenders a fresh approach to long-standing research questions. Grogger’s (1990) investigation of the deterrent effect of executions on daily homicide rates, inspired by sociologist Phillips (1980), is an example. Fewer distractions, improvements have come from a rapidly expanding reservoir of micro data in many countries. The use of administrative records has also grown.

**Fewer Distractions**

Bower’s and Pierce (1975) devoted considerable attention to Ehrlich’s (1975a) use of the log transformation, as well as to his choice of sample period. Passell and Taylor (1977) noted the potential for omitted variables bias, but worried as much about F-tests for temporal homogeneity and logs. The methodological appendix to Ehrlich’s (1977b) follow-up paper discusses the possibility of using a Box–Cox transformation to implement a flexible functional form, tests for heteroskedasticity, and uses generalized least squares. Ehrlich’s (1975b) reply to Bowers and Pierce focused on the statistical significance of trend terms in samples of different lengths, differences in computational procedures related to serial correlation, and evidence for robustness to the use of logs. Ehrlich’s (1977a) reply to Passell covers the sample period and logs, though he also reports some of his (1977b) cross-state estimates. Ehrlich’s rejoinders devoted little attention to the core issue of whether the sources of variation in execution used by his statistical models justify a causal interpretation of his estimates, but Ehrlich’s contemporaneous critics did not hit this nail on the head either. Even were the results insensitive to the sample, the same in logs and levels, and the residuals independent and identically distributed, we would remain unsatisfied. In the give and take that followed Ehrlich’s original paper, the question of instrument validity rarely surfaced, while the question of omitted variables bias took a back seat to concerns about sample break points and functional form.

As in the exchange over capital punishment, others writing at about the same time often seemed distracted by concerns related to functional form and generalized least squares. Today’s applied economists have the benefit of a less dogmatic understanding of regression analysis. Specifically, an emerging grasp of the sense in which regression and two-stage least squares produce average effects even when the underlying relationship is heterogeneous and/or nonlinear has made
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3 The decline in the use of time series and the increase in the use of panel data and researcher-originated data are documented for the field of labor economics in Table 1 of Angrist and Krueger (1999).
4 Hoenack and Weiler’s (1980) critical re-examination of Ehrlich (1975a) centered on identification problems, but the alternative exclusion restrictions Hoenack and Weiler proposed were offered without much justification and seem just as hard to swallow as Ehrlich’s (for example, the proportion nonwhite is used as an instrument).
If the data were perfect, collected from well-designed randomized trials—provide a benchmark for applied econometrics. He was not alone among econometric thought leaders of the period in this view. Here is Zvi Griliches (1986, p. 1466) at the beginning of a chapter on data in The Handbook of Econometrics: “If the data were perfect, collected from well-designed randomized experiments, there would hardly be room for a separate field of econometrics.” Since then, empirical researchers in economics have increasingly looked to the ideal of a randomized experiment to justify causal inference. In applied microfields such as development, education, environmental economics, health, labor, and public finance, researchers seek real experiments where feasible, and useful natural experiments if real experiments seem (at least for a time) infeasible. In either case, a hallmark of contemporary applied microeconometrics is a conceptual framework that highlights specific sources of variation. These studies can be said to be design based in that they give the research design underlying any sort of study the attention it would command in a real experiment.

The econometric methods that feature most prominently in quasi-experimental studies are instrumental variables, regression discontinuity methods, and differences-in-differences-style policy analysis. These econometric methods are not new, but their use has grown and become more self-conscious and sophisticated since the 1970s. When using instrumental variables, for example, it’s no longer enough to mechanically invoke a simultaneous equations framework, labeling some variables endogenous and others exogenous, without substantially justifying the exclusion restrictions and as-good-as-randomly-assigned assumptions that make instruments valid. The best of today’s design-based studies make a strong institutional case, backed up with empirical evidence, for the variation thought to generate a useful natural experiment.

Better Research Design

Leamer (1983) led his essay with the idea that experiments—specifically, randomized trials—provide a benchmark for applied econometrics. He was not alone among econometric thought leaders of the period in this view. Here is Zvi Griliches (1986, p. 1466) at the beginning of a chapter on data in The Handbook of Econometrics: “If the data were perfect, collected from well-designed randomized experiments, there would hardly be room for a separate field of econometrics.” Since then, empirical researchers in economics have increasingly looked to the ideal of a randomized experiment to justify causal inference. In applied microfields such as development, education, environmental economics, health, labor, and public finance, researchers seek real experiments where feasible, and useful natural experiments if real experiments seem (at least for a time) infeasible. In either case, a hallmark of contemporary applied microeconometrics is a conceptual framework that highlights specific sources of variation. These studies can be said to be design based in that they give the research design underlying any sort of study the attention it would command in a real experiment.

The econometric methods that feature most prominently in quasi-experimental studies are instrumental variables, regression discontinuity methods, and differences-in-differences-style policy analysis. These econometric methods are not new, but their use has grown and become more self-conscious and sophisticated since the 1970s. When using instrumental variables, for example, it’s no longer enough to mechanically invoke a simultaneous equations framework, labeling some variables endogenous and others exogenous, without substantially justifying the exclusion restrictions and as-good-as-randomly-assigned assumptions that make instruments valid. The best of today’s design-based studies make a strong institutional case, backed up with empirical evidence, for the variation thought to generate a useful natural experiment.

5For this view of regression, see, for example, White (1980b), Chamberlain’s (1984) chapter in the Handbook of Econometrics, Goldberger’s (1991) econometrics text, or our book Angrist and Pischke (2009) for a recent take. Angrist and Imbens (1995) show how conventional two-stage least squares estimates can be interpreted as an average causal effect in models with nonlinear and heterogeneous causal effects.
The Card and Krueger (1992a, b) school quality studies illustrate this and arguably mark a turning point in the literature on education production. The most important problem in studies of school quality is omitted variables bias. On one hand, students who attend better-resourced schools often end up in those schools by virtue of their ability or family background, while on the other, weaker students may receive disproportionately more inputs (say, smaller classes). Card and Krueger addressed this problem by focusing on variation in resources at the state-of-birth-by-cohort level, which they link to the economic returns to education estimated at the same level. For example, they used Census data to compare the returns to education for residents of Northern states educated in the North with the returns to education for residents of Northern states educated in more poorly resourced Southern schools.

The Card and Krueger papers show that the economic returns to schooling are higher for those from states and cohorts with more resources (controlling for cohort and state fixed effects and for state of residence). They implicitly use state-level variation in education spending as a natural experiment: aggregation of individual data up to the cohort/state level is an instrumental variables procedure where the instruments are state-of-birth and cohort dummy variables. (In Angrist and Pischke, 2009, we show why aggregation in this way works as an instrumental variable.) State-by-cohort variation in the returns to schooling is unlikely to be driven by selection or sorting, because individuals do not control these variables. State-by-cohort variation in school resources also appears unrelated to omitted factors such as family background. Finally, Card and Krueger took advantage of the fact that school resources increased dramatically in the South when the Southerners in their sample were school age. The Card and Krueger school quality studies are not bulletproof (Heckman, Layne-Farrar, and Todd, 1996 offer a critique), but their findings on class size (the strongest set of results in Card and Krueger, 1992a) have been replicated in other studies with good research designs.

Angrist and Lavy (1999) illustrate the regression discontinuity research design in a study of the effects of class size on achievement. The regression discontinuity approach can be used when people are divided into groups based on a certain cutoff score, with those just above or just below the cutoff suddenly becoming eligible for a different treatment. The Angrist–Lavy research design is driven by the fact that class size in Israel is capped at 40, so a cohort of 41 is usually split into two small classes, while a cohort of 39 is typically left in a single large class. This leads to a series of notional experiments: comparisons of schools with enrollments just above and below 40, 80, or 120, in which class sizes vary considerably. In this setting, schools with different numbers of students may be quite similar in other characteristics. Thus, as school enrollment increases, a regression capturing the relationship between number of students and academic achievement should show discontinuities at these break points. The Angrist–Lavy design is a version of what is known as the “fuzzy” regression discontinuity design, in which the fuzziness comes from the fact that class size is not a deterministic function of the kinks or discontinuities in
the enrollment function. Regression discontinuity estimates using Israeli data show a marked increase in achievement when class size falls.\footnote{Fuzzy regression discontinuity designs are most easily analyzed using instrumental variables. In the language of instrumental variables, the relationship between achievement and kinks in the enrollment function is the reduced form, while the change in class size at the kinks is the first stage. The ratio of reduced form to first-stage effects is an instrumental variable estimate of the causal effect of class size on test scores. Imbens and Lemieux (2008) offer a practitioners’ guide to the use of regression discontinuity designs in economics.}

The key assumption that drives regression discontinuity estimation of causal effects is that individuals are otherwise similar on either side of the discontinuity (or that any differences can be controlled using smooth functions of the enrollment rates, also known as the “running variable,” that determine the kink points). In the Angrist–Lavy study, for example, we would like students to have similar family backgrounds when they attend schools with grade enrollments of 35–39 and 41–45. One test of this assumption, illustrated by Angrist and Lavy (and Hoxby, 2000) is to estimate effects in an increasingly narrow range around the kink points; as the interval shrinks, the jump in class size stays the same or perhaps even grows, but the estimates should be subject to less and less omitted variables bias. Another test, proposed by McCrary (2008), looks for bunching in the distribution of student background characteristics around the kink. This bunching might signal strategic behavior—an effort by some families, presumably not a random sample, to sort themselves into schools with smaller classes. Finally, we can simply look for differences in mean pre-treatment characteristics around the kink.

In a recent paper, Urquiola and Verhoogen (2009) exploit enrollment cutoffs like those used by Angrist and Lavy in a sample from Chile. The Chilean data exhibit an enticing first stage, with sharp drops (discontinuities) in class size at the cutoffs (multiples of 45). But household characteristics also differ considerably across these same kinks, probably because the Chilean school system, which is mostly privatized, offers both opportunities and incentives for wealthier students to attend schools just beyond the cutoffs. The possibility of such a pattern is an important caution for users of regression discontinuity methods, though Urquiola and Verhoogen note that the enrollment manipulation they uncover for Chile is far from ubiquitous and does not arise in the Angrist–Lavy study. A large measure of the attraction of the regression discontinuity design is its experimental spirit and the ease with which claims for validity of the design can be verified.

The last arrow in the quasi-experimental quiver is differences-in-differences, probably the most widely applicable design-based estimator. Differences-in-differences policy analysis typically compares the evolution of outcomes in groups affected more and less by a policy change. The most compelling differences-in-differences-type studies report outcomes for treatment and control observations for a period long enough to show the underlying trends, with attention focused on how deviations from trend relate to changes in policy. Figure 1 from Donohue and Wolfers (2005), illustrates this approach for the death penalty question. This figure plots homicide rates in Canada and the United States for over half a century, indicating
periods when the death penalty was in effect in the two countries. The point of the figure is not to focus on Canada’s consistently lower homicide rate, but instead to show that Canadian and U.S. homicide rates move roughly in parallel, suggesting that America’s sharp changes in death penalty policy were of little consequence for murder. The figure also suggests that the deterrent effect would have to be large to be visible against the background noise of yearly fluctuations in homicide rates.

Paralleling the growth in quasi-experimental experiment designs, the number and scope of real experiments has increased dramatically, with a concomitant increase in the quality of experimental design, data collection, and statistical analysis. While 1970s-era randomized studies of the negative income tax were compromised by misreporting and differential attrition in treatment and control groups, researchers today give these concerns more attention and manage them more effectively. Such problems are often solved by a substantial reliance on administrative data, and a more sophisticated interpretation of survey data when administrative records are unavailable.

A landmark randomized trial related to education production is the Tennessee STAR experiment. In this intervention, more than 10,000 students were randomly assigned to classes of different sizes from kindergarten through third grade. Like the negative income tax experiments, the STAR experiment had its flaws. Not all subjects contributed follow-up data and some self-selected into smaller classes after random assignment. A careful analysis by Krueger (1999), however, shows clear
evidence of achievement gains in smaller classes, even after taking attrition and self-selection into account.8

Economists are increasingly running their own experiments as well as processing the data from experiments run by others. A recent randomized trial of a microfinance scheme, an important policy tool for economic development, is an ambitious illustration (Banerjee, Duflo, Glennerster, and Kinnan, 2009). This study evaluates the impact of offering small loans to independent business owners living in slums in India. The Banerjee et al. study randomizes the availability of microcredit across over 100 Indian neighborhoods, debunking the claim that realistic and relevant policy interventions cannot be studied with random assignment.

With the growing focus on research design, it’s no longer enough to adopt the language of an orthodox simultaneous equations framework, labeling some variables endogenous and others exogenous, without offering strong institutional or empirical support for these identifying assumptions. The new emphasis on a credibly exogenous source of variation has also filtered down to garden-variety regression estimates, in which researchers are increasingly likely to focus on sources of omitted variables bias, rather than a quixotic effort to uncover the “true model” generating the data.9

More Transparent Discussion of Research Design

Over 65 years ago, Haavelmo submitted the following complaint to the readers of Econometrica (1944, p. 14): “A design of experiments (a prescription of what the physicists call a ‘crucial experiment’) is an essential appendix to any quantitative theory. And we usually have some such experiment in mind when we construct the theories, although—unfortunately—most economists do not describe their design of experiments explicitly.”

In recent years, the notion that one’s identification strategy—in other words, research design—must be described and defended has filtered deeply into empirical practice. The query “What’s your identification strategy?” and others like it are now heard routinely at empirical workshops and seminars. Evidence for this claim comes from the fact that a full text search for the terms “empirical strategy,” “identification strategy,” “research design,” or “control group” gets only 19 hits in Econlit from 1970–1989, while producing 742 hits from 1990–2009. We acknowledge that just because the author uses the term “research design” does not mean that he or she has a good one! Moreover, some older studies incorporate quality designs

---

8 A related development at the forefront of education research is the use of choice lotteries as a research tool. In many settings where an educational option is over-subscribed, allocation among applicants is by lottery. The result is a type of institutional random assignment, which can then be used to study school vouchers, charter schools, and magnet schools (for example, Rouse, 1998, who looks at vouchers).

9 The focus on omitted variables bias is reflected in a burgeoning literature using matching and the propensity score as an alternative (or complement) to regression. In the absence of random assignment, such strategies seek to eliminate observable differences between treatment and control groups, with little or no attention devoted to modeling the process determining outcomes. See Imbens and Wooldridge (2009) for an introduction.
without using today’s language. Still, the shift in emphasis is dramatic and reflects a trend that’s more than semantic.

Good designs have a beneficial side effect: they typically lend themselves to a simple explanation of empirical methods and a straightforward presentation of results. The key findings from a randomized experiment are typically differences in means between treatment and controls, reported before treatment (to show balance) and after treatment (to estimate causal effects). Nonexperimental results can often be presented in a manner that mimics this, highlighting specific contrasts. The Donohue and Wolfers (2005) differences-in-differences study mentioned above illustrates this by focusing on changes in American law as a source of quasi-experimental variation and documenting the parallel evolution of outcomes in treatment and control groups in a comparison of the United States and Canada.

**Whither Sensitivity Analysis?**

Responding to what he saw as the fragility of naive regression analysis, Leamer (1983) proposed extreme bounds analysis, which focuses on the distribution of results generated by a variety of specifications. An extreme version of extreme bounds analysis appears in Sala-i-Martin’s (1997) paper reporting two million regressions related to economic growth. Specifically, in a variation on a procedure first proposed in this context by Levine and Renelt (1992), Sala-i-Martin computes two million of the many possible growth regressions that can be constructed from 62 explanatory variables. He retains a fixed set of three controls (GDP, life expectancy, and the primary school enrollment rate in 1960), leaving 59 possible “regressors of interest.” From these 59, sets of three additional controls are chosen from 58 while the 59th is taken to be the one of interest. This process is repeated until every one of the 59 possible regressors of interest has played this role in equations with all possible sets of three controls, generating 30,857 regressions per regressor of interest. The object of this exercise is to see which variables are robustly significant across specifications.

Sala-i-Martin’s (1997) investigation of extreme bounds analysis must have been fun. Happily, however, this kind of agnostic specification search has not emerged as a central feature of contemporary empirical work. Although Sala-i-Martin succeeds in uncovering some robustly significant relations (the “fraction of the population Confucian” is a wonderfully robust predictor of economic growth), we don’t see why this result should be taken more seriously than the naïve capital punishment specifications criticized by Leamer. Are these the right controls? Are six controls enough? How are we to understand sources of variation in one variable when the effects of three others, arbitrarily chosen, are partialed out? Wide-net searches of this kind offer little basis for a causal interpretation.

Design-based studies typically lead to a focused and much narrower specification analysis, targeted at specific threats to validity. For example, when considering results from a randomized trial, we focus on the details of treatment assignment and the evidence for treatment-control balance in pre-treatment variables. When using instrumental variables, we look at whether the instrument might have causal
effects on the outcome in ways other than through the channel of interest (in simultaneous equations lingo, this is an examination of the exclusion restriction). With differences-in-differences, we look for group-specific trends, since such trends can invalidate a comparison of changes across groups. In a regression discontinuity design, we look at factors like bunching at the cutoff point, which might suggest that the cutoff directly influenced behavior. Since the nature of the experiment is clear in these designs, the tack we should take when assessing validity is also clear.

**Mad About Macro**

In an essay read to graduating University of Chicago economics students in 1988, Robert Lucas (1988) described what, as he sees it, economists do. Lucas used the specific question of the connection between monetary policy and economic depression to frame his discussion, which is very much in the experimentalist spirit: “One way to demonstrate that I understand this connection—I think the only really convincing way—would be for me to engineer a depression in the United States by manipulating the US money supply.”

Ruling out such a national manipulation as immoral, Lucas (1988) describes how to create a depression by changing the money supply at Kennywood Park, an amusement park near Pittsburgh that is distinguished by stunning river views, wooden roller coasters, and the fact that it issues its own currency. Lucas’s story is evocative and compelling (the Kennywood allegory is a version of Lucas, 1973). We’re happy to see a macroeconomist of Lucas’s stature use an experimental benchmark to define causality and show a willingness to entertain quasi-experimental evidence on the effects of a change in the money supply. Yet this story makes us wonder why the real world of empirical macro rarely features design-based research.

Many macroeconomists have abandoned traditional empirical work entirely, focusing instead on “computational experiments,” as described in this journal by Kydland and Prescott (1996). In a computational experiment, researchers choose a question, build a (theoretical) model economy, “calibrate” the model so that its behavior mimics the real economy along some key statistical dimensions, and then run a computational experiment by changing model parameters (for example, tax rates or the money supply rule) to address the original question. The last two decades have seen countless studies in this mold, often in a dynamic stochastic general equilibrium framework. Whatever might be said in defense of this framework as a tool for clarifying the implications of economic models, it produces no direct evidence on the magnitude or existence of causal effects. An effort to put reasonable numbers on theoretical relations is harmless and may even be helpful. But it’s still theory.

Some rays of sunlight poke through the grey clouds of dynamic stochastic general equilibrium. One strand of empirical macro has turned away from modeling outcome variables such as GDP growth, focusing instead on the isolation of useful variation in U.S. monetary and fiscal policy. A leading contribution here
is Romer and Romer (1989), who, in the spirit of Friedman and Schwartz (1963), review the minutes of Federal Reserve meetings and try to isolate events that look like good monetary policy “experiments.” Their results suggest that monetary contractions have significant and long-lasting effects on the real economy. Later, in Romer and Romer (2004), they produced similar findings for the effects of policy shocks conditional on the Fed’s own forecasts.\footnote{Romer and Romer (2004)}

The Romers’ work is design based in spirit and, for the most part, in detail. Although a vast literature models Federal Reserve decision making, until recently, surprisingly few studies have made an institutional case for policy experiments as the Romers’ study does. Two recent monetary policy studies in the Romer spirit, and perhaps even closer to the sort of quasi-experimental work we read and do, are Richardson and Troost (2009), who exploit regional differences in Fed behavior during the Depression to study liquidity effects, and Velde (2009), who describes the results of an extreme monetary experiment much like the one Lucas envisioned (albeit in eighteenth-century France). Romer and Romer (2007) use methods similar to those they used for money to study fiscal policy, as do Ramey and Shapiro (1998) and Barro and Redlick (2009), who investigate the effects of large fiscal shocks due to wars.

The literature on empirical growth has long suffered from a lack of imagination in research design, but here too the picture has recently improved. The most influential design-based study in this area has probably been Acemoglu, Johnson, and Robinson (2001), who argue that good political institutions are a key ingredient in the recipe for growth, an idea growth economists have entertained for many decades. The difficulty here is that better institutions might be a luxury that richer countries can enjoy more easily, leading to a vexing reverse causality problem. Acemoglu, Johnson, and Robinson (2001) try to overcome this problem by using the differential mortality rates of European settlers in different colonies as an instrument for political institutions in the modern successor countries. Their argument goes: where Europeans faced high mortality rates, they couldn’t settle, and where Europeans couldn’t settle, colonial regimes were more extractive, with little emphasis on property rights and democratic institutions. Where European immigrants could settle, they frequently tried to emulate the institutional set-up of their home countries, with stronger property rights and more democratic institutions. This approach leads to an instrumental variables strategy where the instrument for the effect of institutions on growth is settler mortality.\footnote{Acemoglu, Johnson, and Robinson (2001)}

Acemoglu, Johnson, and Robinson (2001) are in the vanguard of promising research on the sources of economic growth using a similar style. Examples include Bleakley (2007), who looks at the effect of hookworm eradication on income in the American South; and Rodrik and Wacziarg (2005) and Persson and Tabellini

---

\footnote{Angrist and Kuersteiner (2007) implement a version of the Romer and Romer (2004) research design using the propensity score and an identification argument cast in the language of potential outcomes commonly used in microeconometric program evaluation.}

\footnote{Albouy (2008) raises concerns about the settler mortality data that Acemoglu, Johnson, and Robinson (2001) used to construct instruments. See Acemoglu, Johnson, and Robinson (2006) for a response to earlier versions of Albouy’s critique.}
(2008), who investigate interactions between democracy and growth using differences-in-differences type designs.

With these examples accumulating, macroeconomics seems primed for a wave of empirical work using better designs. Ricardo Reis, a recently tenured macroeconomist at Columbia University, observed in the wake of the 2008 financial crisis: “Macroeconomics has taken a turn towards theory in the last 10–15 years. Most young macroeconomists are more comfortable with proving theorems than with getting their hands on any data or speculating on current events.” The charge that today’s macro agenda is empirically impoverished comes also from older macro warhorses like Mankiw (2006) and Solow (2008). But the recent economic crisis, fundamentally a macroeconomic and policy-related affair, has spawned intriguing design-based studies of the crisis’s origins in the mortgage market (Keys, Mukherjee, Seru, and Vig, 2010; Bubb and Kaufman, 2009). The theory-centric macro agenda appears increasingly hard to defend.

**Industrial Disorganization**

An important question at the center of the applied industrial organization agenda is the effect of corporate mergers on prices. One might think, therefore, that studies of the causal effects of mergers on prices would form the core of a vast micro-empirical literature, the way hundreds of studies in labor economics have looked at union relative wage effects. We might also have expected a large parallel literature evaluating merger policy, in the way that labor economists have looked at the effect of policies like right-to-work laws. But it isn’t so. In a recent review, Ashenfelter, Hosken, and Weinberg (2009) found only about 20 empirical studies evaluating the price effects of consummated mergers directly; for example, Borenstein (1990) compares prices on airline routes out of hubs affected to differing degrees by mergers. Research on the aggregate effects of merger policy seems to be even more limited; see the articles by Baker (2003) and Crandall and Winston (2003) in this journal for a review and conflicting interpretations.

The dominant paradigm for merger analysis in modern academic studies, sometimes called the “new empirical industrial organization,” is an elaborate exercise consisting of three steps: The first estimates a demand system for the product in question, often using the discrete choice/differentiated products framework developed by Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995). Demand elasticities are typically identified using instrumental variables for prices; often, the instruments are prices in other markets (as in Hausman, 1996). Next, researchers postulate a model of market conduct, say, Bertrand–Nash price-based competition between different brands or products. In the context of this model, the firms’ efforts to maximize profits lead to a set of relationships between prices

---

and marginal costs for each product, with the link provided by the substitution matrix estimated in the initial step. Finally, industry behavior is simulated with and without the merger of interest.

Nevo (2000) uses this approach to estimate the effect of mergers on the price of ready-to-eat breakfast cereals in a well-cited paper. Nevo's study is distinguished by careful empirical work, attention to detail, and a clear discussion of the superstructure of assumptions upon which it rests. At the same time, this elaborate superstructure should be of concern. The postulated demand system explicitly imposes restrictions on substitution patterns and other aspects of consumer behavior about which we have little reason to feel strongly. The validity of the instrumental variables used to identify demand equations—prices in other markets—turns on independence assumptions across markets that seem arbitrary. The simulation step typically focuses on a single channel by which mergers affect prices—the reduction in the number of competitors—when at least in theory a merger can lead to other effects like cost reductions that make competition tougher between remaining producers. In this framework, it’s hard to see precisely which features of the data drive the ultimate results.

Can mergers be analyzed using simple, transparent empirical methods that trace a shorter route from facts to findings? The challenge for a direct causal analysis of mergers is to use data to describe a counterfactual world in which the merger didn’t occur. Hastings (2004) does this in a study of the retail gasoline market. She analyzes the takeover of independent Thrifty stations by large vertically integrated station owner ARCO in California, with an eye to estimating the effects of this merger on prices at Thrifty’s competitors. Hastings’ research design specifies a local market for each station: treatment stations are near a Thrifty station, control stations are not. She then compares prices around the time of the merger using a straightforward differences-in-differences framework.

A drawback of the Hastings (2004) analysis is that it captures the effects of a merger on Thrifty’s competitors, but not on the former Thrifty stations. Still, it seems likely that anticompetitive effects would turn up at any station operating in affected markets. We therefore see the Hastings approach as a fruitful change in direction. Her estimates have clear implications for the phenomenon of interest, while their validity turns transparently on the quality of the control group, an issue that can be assessed using pre-merger observations to compare price trends. Hastings’s paper illustrates the power of this approach by showing almost perfectly parallel price trends for treatment and control stations in two markets (Los Angeles and San Diego) in pre-treatment months, followed by a sharp uptick in Thrifty competitor pricing after the merger.\(^\text{12}\)

\(^{12}\) As with most empirical work, Hastings’s (2004) analysis has its problems and her conclusions may warrant qualification. Taylor, Kreisle, and Zimmerman (2007) fail to replicate Hastings’s findings using an alternative data source. Here as elsewhere, however, a transparent approach facilitates replication efforts and constructive criticism.
For policy purposes, of course, regulators must evaluate mergers before they have occurred; design-based studies necessarily capture the effects of mergers after the fact. Many new empirical industrial organization studies forecast counterfactual outcomes based on models and simulations, without a clear foundation in experience. But should antitrust regulators favor the complex, simulation-based estimates coming out of the new empirical industrial organization paradigm over a transparent analysis of past experience? At a minimum, we’d expect such a judgment to be based on evidence showing that the simulation-based approach delivers reasonably accurate predictions. As it stands, the proponents of this work seem to favor it as a matter of principle.

So who can you trust when it comes to antitrust? Direct Hastings (2004)–style evidence, or structurally derived estimates as in Nevo (2000)? We’d be happy to see more work trying to answer this question by contrasting credible quasi-experimental estimates with results from the new empirical industrial organization paradigm. A pioneering effort in this direction is Hausman and Leonard’s (2002) analysis contrasting “direct” (essentially, differences-in-differences) and “indirect” (simulation-based) estimates of the equilibrium price consequences of a new brand of toilet paper. They evaluate the economic assumptions underlying alternative structural models (for example, Nash–Bertrand competition) according to whether the resulting structural estimates match the direct estimates. This is reminiscent of Lalonde’s (1986) comparison of experimental and nonexperimental training estimates, but instead of contrasting model-based estimates with those from a randomized trial, the direct estimates are taken to provide a benchmark that turns on fewer assumptions than the structural approach. Hausman and Leonard conclude that one of their three structural models produces estimates “reasonably similar” to the direct estimates. Along the same lines, Peters (2006) looks at the predictive value of structural analyses of airline mergers, and finds that structural simulation methods yield poor predictions of post-merger ticket prices. Likewise, Ashenfelter and Hosken (2008) compare differences-in-differences-type estimates of the effects of the breakfast cereals merger to those reported by Nevo (2000). Ashenfelter and Hosken conclude that transparently identified design-based results differ markedly from those produced by the structural approach.

A good structural model might tell us something about economic mechanisms as well as causal effects. But if the information about mechanisms is to be worth anything, the structural estimates should line up with those derived under weaker assumptions. Does the new empirical industrial organization framework generate results that match credible design-based results? So far, the results seem mixed at best. Of course, the question of which estimates to prefer turns on the quality of the relevant quasi-experimental designs and our faith in the ability of a more elaborate theoretical framework to prop up a weakly identified structural model. We find the empirical results generated by a good research design more compelling than the conclusions derived from a good theory, but we also hope to see industrial organization move towards stronger and more transparent identification strategies in a structural framework.
Has the Research Design Pendulum Swung Too Far?

The rise of the experimentalist paradigm has provoked a reaction, as revolutions do. The first counterrevolutionary charge raises the question of external validity—the concern that evidence from a given experimental or quasi-experimental research design has little predictive value beyond the context of the original experiment. The second charge is that experimentalists are playing small ball while big questions go unanswered.

External Validity

A good research design reveals a particular truth, but not necessarily the whole truth. For example, the Tennessee STAR experiment reduced class sizes from roughly 25 to 15. Changes in this range need not reveal the effect of reductions from 40 students to 30. Similarly, the effects might be unique to the state of Tennessee. The criticism here—made by a number of authors including Heckman (1997); Rosenzweig and Wolpin (2000); Heckman and Urzua (2009); and Deaton (2009)—is that in the quest for internal validity, design-based studies have become narrow or idiosyncratic.

Perhaps it’s worth restating an obvious point. Empirical evidence on any given causal effect is always local, derived from a particular time, place, and research design. Invocation of a superficially general structural framework does not make the underlying variation or setting more representative. Economic theory often suggests general principles, but extrapolation of causal effects to new settings is always speculative. Nevertheless, anyone who makes a living out of data analysis probably believes that heterogeneity is limited enough that the well-understood past can be informative about the future.

A constructive response to the specificity of a given research design is to look for more evidence, so that a more general picture begins to emerge. For example, one of us (Angrist) has repeatedly estimated the effects of military service, with studies of veterans of World War II, the Vietnam era, the first Gulf War, and periods in between. The cumulative force of these studies has some claim to external validity—that is, they are helpful in understanding the effects of military service for those who served in any period and therefore, hopefully, for those who might serve in the future. In general, military service tends to depress civilian earnings, at least for whites, a finding that is both empirically consistent and theoretically coherent. The primary theoretical channel by which military service affects earnings is human capital, particularly in the form of lost civilian experience. In a design-based framework, economic theory helps us understand the picture that emerges from a constellation of empirical findings, but does not help us paint the picture. For example, the human capital story is not integral to the validity of instrumental variable estimates using draft lottery numbers as instruments for Vietnam-era military service (as in Angrist, 1990). But human capital theory provides a framework that reconciles larger losses early in a veteran’s career (when experience profiles tend to be steeper) with losses dissipating after many years (as shown in Angrist and Chen, 2008).
The process of accumulating empirical evidence is rarely sexy in the unfolding, but accumulation is the necessary road along which results become more general (Imbens, 2009, makes a similar point). The class size literature also illustrates this process at work. Reasonably well-identified studies from a number of advanced countries, at different grade levels and subjects, and for class sizes ranging anywhere from a few students to about 40, have produced estimates within a remarkably narrow band (Krueger, 1999; Angrist and Lavy, 1999; Rivkin, Hanushek, and Kain, 2005; Heinesen, forthcoming). Across these studies, a ten-student reduction in class size produces about a 0.2 to 0.3 standard deviation increase in individual test scores. Smaller classes do not always raise test scores, so the assessment of findings should be qualified (see, for example, Hoxby, 2000). But the weight of the evidence suggests that class size reductions generate modest achievement gains, albeit at high cost.

Applied micro fields are not unique in accumulating convincing empirical findings. The evidence on the power of monetary policy to influence the macro economy also seems reasonably convincing. As we see it, however, the most persuasive evidence on this point comes not from elaborate structural models, which only tell us that monetary policy does or does not affect output depending on the model, but from credible empirical research designs, as in some of the work we have discussed. Not surprisingly, the channels by which monetary policy affects output are less clear than the finding that there is an effect. Questions of why a given effect appears are usually harder to resolve than the questions of whether it appears or how large it is. Like most researchers, we have an interest in mechanisms as well as causal effects. But inconclusive or incomplete evidence on mechanisms does not void empirical evidence of predictive value. This point has long been understood in medicine, where clinical evidence of therapeutic effectiveness has for centuries run ahead of the theoretical understanding of disease.

Taking the “Econ” out of Econometrics too?

Related to the external validity critique is the claim that the experimentalist paradigm leads researchers to look for good experiments, regardless of whether the questions they address are important. In an engaging account in The New Republic, Scheiber (2007) argued that young economists have turned away from important questions like poverty, inequality, and unemployment to study behavior on television game shows. Scheiber quotes a number of distinguished academic economists who share this concern. Raj Chetty comments: “People think about the question less than the method . . . so you get weird papers, like sanitation facilities in Native American reservations.” James Heckman is less diplomatic: “In some quarters of our profession, the level of discussion has sunk to the level of a New Yorker article.”

There is no shortage of academic triviality. Still, Scheiber’s (2007) critique misses the mark because he equates triviality with narrowness of context. For example, he picks on DellaVigna and Malmendier (2006), who look at the attendance and renewal decisions of health club members, and on Conlin, O’Donoghue, and Vogelsang (2007), who study catalog sales of winter clothing. Both studies are concerned with the behavioral economics notion of present-oriented biases, an
issue with far-reaching implications for economic policy and theory. The market for snow boots seems no less interesting in this context than any other retail market, and perhaps more so if the data are especially good. We can look to these design-based studies to validate the findings from more descriptive empirical work on bigger-ticket items. For example, DellaVigna and Paserman (2005) look for present-oriented biases in job search behavior.

In the empirical universe, evidence accumulates across settings and study designs, ultimately producing some kind of consensus. Small ball sometimes wins big games. In our field, some of the best research designs used to estimate labor supply elasticities exploit natural and experimenter-induced variation in specific labor markets. Oettinger (1999) analyzes stadium vendors’ reaction to wage changes driven by changes in attendance, while Fehr and Goette (2007) study bicycle messengers in Zurich who, in a controlled experiment, received higher commission rates for one month only. These occupations might seem small and specialized, but they are no less representative of today’s labor market than the durable manufacturing sector that has long been of interest to labor economists.

These examples also serve to refute the claim that design-based empirical work focuses on narrow policy effects and cannot uncover theoretically grounded structural parameters that many economists care about. Quasi-experimental labor supply studies such as Oettinger (1999) and Fehr and Goette (2007) try to measure the intertemporal substitution elasticity, a structural parameter that can be derived from a stochastic dynamic framework. Labor demand elasticities, similarly structural, can also be estimated using quasi-experiments, as in Card (1990b), who exploited real wage variation generated by partial indexation of union contracts.

Quasi-experimental empirical work is also well suited to the task of contrasting competing economic hypotheses. The investigations of present-oriented biases mentioned above focus on key implications of alternative models. In a similarly theory-motivated study, Karlan and Zinman (2009) try to distinguish moral hazard from adverse selection in the consumer credit market using a clever experimental design involving two-stage randomization. First, potential borrowers were offered different interest rates before they applied for loans. Their initial response to variation in interest rates is used to gauge adverse selection. Some of the customers who took loans were then randomly given rates lower than the rates initially offered. This variation is used to identify moral hazard in a sample where everyone has already committed to borrow.

What about grand questions that affect the entire world or the march of history? Nunn (2008) uses a wide range of historical evidence, including sailing distances on common trade routes, to estimate the long-term growth effects of the African slave trade. Deschénes and Greenstone (2007) use random year-to-year fluctuations in temperature to estimate effects of climate change on energy use and mortality. In a study of the effects of foreign aid on growth, Rajan and Subramanian (2008) construct instruments for foreign aid from the historical origins of donor-recipient relations. These examples and many more speak eloquently for the wide applicability of a design-based approach. Good research designs complement good questions. At
the same time, in favoring studies that feature good designs, we accept an incremental approach to empirical knowledge in which well-designed studies get the most weight while other evidence is treated as more provisional.

Conclusion

Leamer (1983) drew an analogy between applied econometrics and classical experimentation, but his proposal for the use of extreme bounds analysis to bring the two closer is not the main reason why empirical work in economics has improved. Improvement has come mostly from better research designs, either by virtue of outright experimentation or through the well-founded and careful implementation of quasi-experimental methods. Empirical work in this spirit has produced a credibility revolution in the fields of labor, public finance, and development economics over the past 20 years. Design-based revolutionaries have notched many successes, putting hard numbers on key parameters of interest to both policymakers and economic theorists. Imagine what could be learned were a similar wave to sweep the fields of macroeconomics and industrial organization.
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